
 
 

Client Testimonials 
 

“Alice responded quickly to my request and was very friendly and professional. 
She performed above expectation and her critique was thorough and 
constructive. There is no doubt my piece of writing was greatly improved by 
her influence and I would strongly recommend her services to anyone wishing 
to get proper feedback from their work.”  
Matt Adams 
 
"I made a request for someone to take a glance at a short clip of my bigger 
story - to keep an eye out for POV issues, and the likes. Alice not only did this, 
but she found some loopholes in my story, areas where my writing would 
benefit from a little more description, and even fit in some very encouraging 
words. Her assistance has been enlightening and motivating, and I look 
forward to working with her in the future!" 
Jonathan Bowerman 
 
“Very efficient, gave me great advice. Plus very fast which is a huge plus. 
I would definitely recommend her.” 
Christine Grinkevich 
 
“Alice offered a phenomenal review on my first chapter of the first book of my 
new adult fantasy book series.  I was suitably impressed with how quickly she 
got back to me, and areas that I needed to take a closer look at.  The balance 
of suggestions was perfect in I was able to see areas I required improvement 
as well as Alice pointing out areas I excelled in.  A writer could not ask for  
better because her feedback provided the blocks for advancement in the craft 
and the encouragement in areas where a writer naturally excels.  I would 
highly recommend her services in the future.” 
Laura Kirk 
 
"Alice reads deeply and carefully. She gave me detailed and insightful 
feedback on my piece, and she pointed out many things I hadn't noticed 
before. She gave me opportunities for real, substantial change in my writing. 
My piece is better because of her skills!" 
Lisa Reither 
 



 
 

“Careful reader who provides structured and considered feedback. Immerses 
herself in your story and makes insightful and encouraging comment. Clearly 
has good writing knowledge and skills. Would strongly recommend.” 
Bbsilveruk 


